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If you read the horoscope for October, you already know that this month is waiting for us retrograde
Mercury. Even those who are not interested in astrology, in the know during this period, everything
can go not as conceived. Wedding disassembled whether it is possible to get married during this
period and how best to prepare for the wedding during Retrograde Mercury.

 What is a retrograde period?

During this phase, the Planet Mercury stops and starts to move in the opposite direction. By the
way, not only Mercury, but also other planets can move, but Mercury has the greatest impact. From
glossy magazines, you probably know what exactly the retrograde Mercury can be dangerous.

 When?

 The retrograde phase of Mercury lasts about three weeks and happen three times a year. The
nearest period from October 14 to November 3. This year is the last period of retrograde Mercury
and the most complicated.

 What happens during retrograde Mercury?

During this period, it is better to follow technique, it can break, be faulty in a flat place. Large
shopping is also better to postpone. Astrologers during this period do not recommend starting
something new. Therefore, if you are preparing to the wedding, you can safely continue, but if you
just start and have the opportunity to wait with pleasant troubles, it is better to start training later.
During Retrograde Mercury, you can talk too much and later to regret your words. So that this does
not happen, it is better not to catch loud phrases during a quarrel with the bridegroom. The main
advice will think and only then voiced your thought.

 What exactly does not need to do during Retrograde Mercury?

If you believe in astrology, give up serious negotiations and imprisonment of large transactions. You
can sign the contract with the wedding agency and later, the same applies to other contractors.

 What else?

Astrologers do not advise at this time to apply to the registry office.
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 What can I do?

It is permissible to continue preparation for the wedding. You can choose any specialist (decorator
leading, photographer), watch a portfolio, subscribe to them in Instagram, choose a wedding dress,
plan a bachelorette party, etc.

 Remains for brides during retrograde Mercury

Be careful!

Do not take hasty decisions.

Postulate the signing of important documents. If there is no such possibility, carefully read the
contract before putting the signature. It is better to double-check again than to find that you did not
mean.

 Wedding During Retrograde Mercury

Here you can read the opinion of the Astrologer Dmitry Yermolaeva about holding a wedding during
the period of retrograde Mercury. Spoiler: The edition of the editors may differ.


